BElGRADE – the white city, continuing to head for new shores!

WHO?
The Cornell Hotel Society AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Chapter invites members of the Cornell Hotel Society to attend the

WHAT?
CHS AlpAdria and Eastern Europe’s Annual Chapter Meeting 2012

WHERE & WHEN?
Belgrade | Serbia | 21 to 23 September 2012

A warm welcome to Belgrade!

MORE INFO?
CHS AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Chapter | Hegelgasse 8 | 1010 Vienna | Austria telephone +43 1 5120707 | facsimile +43 1 5120607 chs.alpadria@gmail.com | www.chscornell.com/chapters/alpadria/
The CHS AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Chapter is proud to have the honour of hosting the Annual Chapter Meeting 2012 in Belgrade.

**Belgrade** (Beograd) is the capital of **Serbia**, and has a population of around **1.6 million**. It is situated in South-Eastern Europe, on the Balkan Peninsula, at the confluence of the **Sava** and **Danube** rivers. It is one of the oldest cities in Europe and has since ancient times been an important focal point for traffic, an intersection of the roads of Eastern and Western Europe.

Belgrade is the capital of Serbian culture, education, science and economy. As a result of its tumultuous history, Belgrade has for centuries been home to many nationalities, with Serbs of the Orthodox Christian religion making up the majority of the population (90%).

**Belgrade, the white city – continuing to explore new shores!** – the motto represents the voyage to new CEE territories in which Cornell University’s School of Hotel Administration sees a promising future.

## Main Programme

**Friday, 21 September 2012**

- **14:00**  **Individual Arrivals and Check-in at the Square Nine Hotel or the Beograd Art Hotel**  
  see below for further information on our host hotels

- **17:30 -18:30** **Board Meeting at the Bar of the Square Nine Hotel**

- **18:30 – 19:00** **Apéro at Bar of the Square Nine Hotel**  
  This optional event allows all participants to gather for a pre-dinner drink and gives them a chance to start re-connecting with Cornell friends. Please note: The cost is not included in the registration fee.

- **19:00 – 20:30** **The Core of the City Walking Tour**  
  We leave Square Nine Hotel at 7:00 pm and start exploring the most important historic sites in the heart of the city of Belgrade.

- **20:30 – 22:30** **Dinner at Tri Sesira in “Skadarlija”**  
  We will enjoy dinner at Tri Sesira which means three hats. This is a typical Serbian restaurant in Skadarlija, the old Bohemian Quarter of Belgarde

- **22:30 - .....** **Discovering Belgrade by Night Part I – optional**  
  Discover what Belgrade has to offer (not included in Registration Fee)
Saturday, 22 September 2012

7:30 - 8:30  Breakfast at your respective hotel

8:30 – 10:30  CHS AlpAdria & Eastern Europe Assembly (including board elections)
   The CHS members of the AA&EE Chapter hold their annual assembly. A meeting room has been reserved at Square Nine Hotel for this purpose.

10:30  Meet at Lobby of Square Nine Hotel. Transfer to Metropol Hotel by taxi.

11:00 - 12:30  EIAT Conference (Education and Industry Advancing Together)
   We will attend a panel discussion in which our guest, Professor Michael Sturman is participating. The conference is held at the Metropol Hotel.

12:30  Transfer to restaurant by taxi

13:00 – 14:30  Lunch at “Public Dine & Wine”

14:30 – 15:00  Strolling around Kalemegdan Fortress
   After lunch, we will take a stroll through the charming area around the fortress as we make our way to the port.

15:00 – 16:30  Sightseeing Tour of Belgrade by Boat (Belgrade Port)
   We leave from Belgrade Port and take a boat that has been privately chartered for our group to see the highlights of Belgrade and enjoy some after lunch drinks.

16:30 – 20:00  Free Time

20:00  Meet in the Square Nine Hotel and walk to restaurant

20:30 – 22:30  Dinner at “Frida”, on the Dock of Belgrade

22:30 - ......  Discovering Belgrade at Night Part II - optional

Sunday, 23 September 2012

08:00 –  Breakfast at leisure

10:30 - 12:00  Meet at Square Nine Hotel and go to have a ritual Serbian Coffee

12:00 –  Departures
   ... and for those staying longer, Silvija will have recommendations for lunch in a nearby restaurant.

**Dress code** for the meeting is **smart casual** throughout.
Registration Completion and Payment

After registering online by clicking “Register Now” in the email and filling in your details, please transfer the programme fee and make your hotel booking.

We kindly ask members to use bank transfers to make their programme fee payments.

IBAN: SI56 2900 0000 2300 212
BIC/SWIFT Code: BACKSI22
Bank: UNICREDIT BANK SLOVENIJA, d.d
Account holder: Tine Brodnjak
Smartinska 140
1000 Ljubljana
Slovenia
Reference: “REGIONAL MEETING”

Programme Fee EUR 150 per person
*Please note that programme fees do not include hotel accommodations.

Hotel Reservation Information:

We have secured rooms at 2 hotels from 21st to 23rd September 2012:

1. **Square Nine Hotel**: Superior King room: 179 EUR, Twin Deluxe: 199 EUR - single use + 10 EUR for another person
   Please contact: spomenka.rogic@squarenine.rs - Subject: Cornell reservation

2. **Beograd Art Hotel**: SGL: 95 EUR, Double: 105 EUR please use the reservation form which you can download by clicking the link in the email. Contact: jelena@belgradearthotel.com
   Subject: Cornell reservation

We kindly ask you to make your hotel reservation ASAP due to the limited number of rooms available for that week-end.

If you have any questions or special requests, please contact Bettina Pugl:
chs.alpadria@gmail.com

The registration deadline is September 14th, 2012!

See you in Belgrade!